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Positioning and Differentiation

My marketing plan is based on the Tesla company. Tesla deals with energy conservation

products, including electric vehicles, solar panels, and roofs. Tesla embraces clean energy as an

innovative idea, which makes it the leader in the automotive industry.

Part 1: Competitive Advantages

Battery Supply Chain: Tesla produces better quality batteries than their rivals, making their

products unique.

Supercharger network: Tesla provides an efficient supercharger at a low price. This makes their

products reliable and easy to access.

Brand image: The company has created a positive image for each model it produces.  It has a

unique motor design, such as model 3, which has more powerful features than the quickest

supercars.

Software updates and autonomy: The company's electric cars are constantly updated.  Tesla also

has unique software that operates the system of vehicles efficiently.

Part 2: Market Niche and Positioning strategy
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Tesla's market niche can be met through mass-market cars. Currently, the company has a

narrow market niche, but it is launching a model 3 design in the market. The brand positioning of

Tesla incorporates the special features of its vehicles, including unique motor design, powerful

batteries, automatic aspects, and eco-friendly design.  However, the future seems to be its

positioning value, since electric cars will become necessary to save energy and reduce pollution

in the future.

Part 3: Positioning Statement

To environmental enthusiasts, Tesla is the only company that will reduce pollution

without using the fuel engine because it manufactures electric vehicles and encourages clean

energy.

Part 4: Response

Response 1:

LeAnne Naillon,

Reading through your post, I clearly understand Costco's competitive advantages, market

niche, and positioning strategy.  You detailed how relationship management and strategic

alliances give Costco an advantage over its competitors.  Moreover, your post plainly indicates

how the company has utilized the marketing-oriented pricing strategy to stay ahead of its rivals.

The company sets prices based on the market demand.  Lastly, the post indicates why Costco is

the most suitable warehouse for middle, upper-income and educated consumers.

Response 2:

Allison Lake
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Allison Lake provides a clear overview of Dollar General's market plan. However, the

author does provide deeper insight into the company's competitive advantages. Allison distinctly

describes the DG market niche and explains why the company does not stock top brand items

and focuses on products and prices that are suitable for consumers.  I think her positioning

statement was understandable. It informs on why the company is a suitable retail store, due to its

convenience in terms of location, the quality products, and lower prices.
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